Why TimberTech?
Life’s different out here. One step through the door and you feel it.
It’s more personal, less stressful. Away from the TV and video games.

DESIGN
IT YOUR WAY
Start building your dream deck today at timbertech.com

Where talking takes place over texting, nature provides the backdrop,
and neighbors are welcome to sit a spell. As comfortable for lazy Sunday
coffee as it is for a crazy Saturday cookout. And more moments are likely
to be memories.
We get it. It’s why we’re a leading innovator in composite decking – and
have been for years. Day after day, we imagine unrivaled combinations

High Performance Decking.
Low Maintenance Living.

OUTDOOR LIVING
IS YOUR PASSION.

It’s Our Passion.

OURS, TOO.

of colors, styles and mix-and-match options – then bring them to life. All
to help you create a space that’s as beautiful as it is functional – and as
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DECK PLANS

DECK DESIGNER

MULTIMEDIA
GALLERY

Our Color Visualizer on
timbertech.com lets you see
dozens of color combinations
to discover the one that’s right
for you.

Need inspiration or direction?
See and print real deck plans
– even materials lists – to help
jumpstart your deck project.

easy to design as it is to care for.
The ultimate in low-maintenance living – with a 25-year warranty that
proves our dedication to perfection.
High-performance decking. Low-maintenance living. It’s our passion.

DECKING | RAILING | LIGHTING | FASTENING | FENCING

COLOR VISUALIZER

							
			
timbertech.com

Design your dream deck online
with our free design tool. Add
levels, stairs and railings.
Create, change and save as
many designs as you’d like.

Browse photos, videos,
reviews, articles and more –
including helpful installation
instructions.

DECK

ACCESSORIES

RAIL
TRADITIONS

FENCING

These practical composite decking options are designed for the valueconscious customer, while still offering a lifetime of low maintenance.

ReliaBoard®

TwinFinish®

A fence is the most visible extension of a
home. And with FenceScape® you don’t
have to sacrifice beauty to get quality.
FenceScape provides the look and feel of
wood with the benefits you expect from
composites. There’s no painting, staining
or sealing, and FenceScape won’t split,
rot, warp, crack, splinter or suffer termite
damage.

DockSider®

Cedar

Cedar

Cedar

Grey

Grey

Grey

LIGHTING

Redwood

Nothing creates after-dark ambience
like the warm glow of perfectly balanced
lighting. Designed to seamlessly integrate
into railings, decking and steps, our
award-winning DeckLites® use lowvoltage, energy-efficient LED lights to let
you turn on the ultimate atmosphere and
cast a soft, protective glow across steps
and surroundings.

EARTHWOOD EVOLUTIONS®
Composite decking capped with a fully protective polymer shell that is
practically impervious to the elements that every deck endures.

Terrain

Natural

Brown Oak

Tropical

Brick

Silver Maple

EVOLUTIONS RAIL™

Rosewood

Brownstone

Teak

Slate

Walnut

High-style, modern aesthetics meet low-maintenance sensibility. Our
new Evolutions Rail is a capped composite railing system that features
a sleek, continuous top rail – uninterrupted by posts. This railing
system is available in two styles: Contemporary with versatile infill
options and Builder as an affordable alternative with metal balusters.

Contemporary Style

RadianceRail

*Infill available in Composite, Cable, and Metal.

Traditional
Walnut

Antique
White

Classic
Black

Mountain
Cedar

RiverRock

Mountain Cedar

Harbor Stone

RiverRock

Harvest Bronze

Colors:


*Infill available in Composite, Cable, and Metal.

RadianceRail Express

Traditional 
Walnut

Colors:
Coastal
White

Brick

SandRidge

Walnut Grove

Classic
Black

Classic
Black

Rustic Bark


Traditional
Walnut

TimberTech’s ingenious CONCEALoc
hidden fastener system is designed to
combine ease of installation with the
sought-after look of a flawless, fastenerfree surface.

HIDDEN

CONCEALoc®

Designed exclusively for TimberTech
planks, TimberTech Cortex provides a
discrete, hidden fastening solution for
perimeter boards and stairs.

HIDDEN

Coastal
White

SandRidge

Builder Style

TOPLoc face and fascia fastening systems
come in colors to coordinate with all
TimberTech boards and are designed to
eliminate mushrooming.

FACE

Colors:

Classic
Black



FASTENING
TOPLocTM

Brick

XLM decking is engineered from premium PVC – so you’re guaranteed
the ultimate in scratch, mildew and stain resistance.

Tropical

Smooth lines. Classic colors. Visible elegance. RadianceRail adds a
distinctive profile and high-end presence to any deck with myriad options
to mix and match post, rail and baluster colors, and infills, to curve the
rails and integrate DeckLites. RadianceRail Express offers the same
quality but is specifically designed to allow quick, easy installation.

Colors:

XLM®
Natural

RADIANCERAIL®



Traditional
Walnut

Cortex®

DRYSPACE

TM

The smartest, simplest way to create more
space. Specifically designed for second
story decks, our DrySpace drainage system
collects and channels moisture from the
spaces between planks – and turns the
area below into versatile, sheltered leisure
or storage space.

